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Iwate prefecture Kanegasaki town Nishine Minamihazawa 55

Kanegasaki Lifelong Learning Center

/

Group Community room

TEL ＆ FAX ０１９７－４４‐２０９９

January

2011

E-mail kanegasaki.ifa@gmail.com
≪Open≫ Mon・Tue・Thu・Fri (Holiday is not open) AM10:00

Celebration of the Chinese
New Year in Kanegasaki!
Chinese, Japanese, and lots
more people from different
countries will gather in this
joyful celebration.
日

時 ２０１2
２０１2 年 1 月 29 日(sun)11:00
sun)11:00～
)11:00～13:00

場

所 金ケ崎町中央生涯教育センター

Participation fees

P
A
M

More than a schoolchild : ５００Yen
Aged 3 and over : ３００Yen
Less than 3 years old : Free

Lets wrap, and boiled Goiza, have an exceptional
tasty Chinese style feast!
Drink delicious Tea, while haviｎg a cheerful chats.

only, we may not be allowed to use actual fire
crackers, so we may have to settle for the alternative
crackers instead. It will be a very lively, fun
celebration, we`ll also have the famous Chinese
“kaburimen”, tiger and lion masks. “ワケルマン and ゴ
ミラ will also be there celebrating with us!

The winners for the “hanekiri” competition are
in for a lot of luxurious treats, and wonderful
products! This Game is a lot of fun and a very
lively one for a celebration like this!

A storytelling of a Chinese folklore will be read
and tell, together with the collaboration of erhu.
In addition with the singing and the erhu, there
will also be a surprise dance participation!

Day
1、3 Thursday
Time AM10:00~11：
AM10:00~11：00
Place 中央生涯教育センター
Participation fees 1 回 200 円（協会員は無料）
Learn “ nihongo ” the easy way, in a friendly crowd, cheerful environment.
A nihongo learning class for Japanese Spouses, Foreigners, Mother to a Japanese child,
New comers, who are mostly shy enough to be in a crowd, because of the difficulty to
communicate in nihongo, and wants to learn, We have just the place for you.
We are encouraging you to come and try learning the basic phrases, common greetings,
“nihongo” that may help with your everyday social interactions. This may also be a great way
to make new acquaintances. We have a volunteer friendly teacher in charge.
We`ll be waiting!

1 月の Nihonngo
Day

5 日、19 日（THU）

Time

１０：００～１１：００

Place

Kanegasaki Lifelong
Learning Center

Kagami
mochi

